Visual and mechanical control of postural and kinetic tremor in cerebellar system disorders
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SUMMARY The influence of alterations in visual guidance and somaesthetic sensory inputs was studied in five patients with kinetic and postural tremor characteristic of cerebellar impairment. The patients performed wrist flexion-extension movements or movements about the shoulder with or without visual guidance. Different types of mechanical loads were applied to oppose the wrist movements. The tremor was greatest when the patients used visual cues to guide movements. Kinetic tremor was substantially suppressed during performance of similar movements that were not guided directly by vision. Viscous loads suppressed the tremor nearly linearly, whereas constant loads opposing extension enhanced the tremor. The postural tremor was not observed during isometric contractions. These results support the view that processing of visual information contributes to the impairment of movement in disorders with cerebellar-type tremor and that certain somaesthetic inputs can selectively influence the generation of postural tremor.

The cerebellum receives an abundant influx of somatic sensory and visual information.1–3 Although, cerebellar dysfunction is not typically accompanied by impairments in basic discrimination tests,4 5 deficits due to cerebellar disease are generally evident when visual and somaesthetic sensory stimuli need to be integrated into involuntary or voluntary movements. For example, long-latency stretch reflexes are enhanced in certain types of cerebellar deficits,6 and arm and eye step and pursuit movements are abnormal in cerebellar dysfunction.7–11 These results, and additional work on animals and humans, support a prevalent view that the cerebellar system contributes to integration of sensory information before and during the performance of movements.12

One issue of continuing interest with respect to cerebellar dysfunction is the contribution of visual and somaesthetic inputs to the production of cerebellar postural and kinetic tremor. Damage at a number of sites in the cerebellum or its outflow pathways can produce characteristic patterns of tremor. One early view4 13 14 for the origin of tremor is that the damage to cerebellar circuits permits a series of over-corrects that develop into oscillatory errors in performance. While some experimental evidence supports this concept of a primarily central origin of kinetic and postural tremor,15–18 other evidence is inconsistent with this model. With experimentally induced cerebellar dysfunction in non-human primates, the external mechanical conditions affecting a limb have been shown to influence the production of cerebellar kinetic and postural tremor.19 Additionally, and in contrast to the early view,4 13 14 it has been reported that alterations in visual guidance do not affect the magnitude of cerebellar postural tremor.20 However, it appears that manipulations of the visual environment influence the amount of dysmetria in movements performed by patients with cerebellar ataxia.7

The present study investigated the influence of visual guidance on human cerebellar-type tremor and examined the effect of various types of mechanical loading on cerebellar postural and kinetic tremor. In addition to demonstrating major influences of sensory inputs on the production of cerebellar tremor, these observations offer additional practical insights into rehabilitative strategies that can be offered to patients disabled with cerebellar-type tremor.
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Materials and methods

Five patients with postural and kinetic tremor were studied. In each case, the tremor was characterised by rhythmic, 3 to 5 Hz, to and fro movements in an upper extremity. The neurological diagnosis of the patients included structural and degenerative disease (table). The patient with a red nucleus tumour contralateral to the limbs with tremor, though without a cerebellar lesion, had typical clinical features found in cerebellar outflow disorders and was studied for comparison.

Accelerometry

Patients were seated and a triaxial accelerometer (Wilcoxon Research Inc., Model 139) was securely strapped to the dorsal surface of the right hand between the meta-carpophalangeal and wrist joints. The accelerometer had three piezoelectric strips mounted orthogonally within protective shields to detect motion in the x (lateral), y (vertical), and z (sagittal) planes. The complete apparatus weighed 22.5 g. The sensitivity of the piezoelectric elements was approximately 60 mV/g. The voltages proportional to displacement of the piezoelectric elements were amplified with a band pass frequency of 2 to 40 Hz. The amplifier rolloff was 6 dB per octave below 2 Hz and 18 dB per octave above 40 Hz. After amplification and filtering, data from each axis of movement were led to separate channels of a 10-bit A/D converter of a PDP 11/03 minicomputer and sampled at 100 Hz.

Involuntary movement was evaluated for three activated movements or postures of the arm. These movements were (1) an intended constant posture at 90° of horizontal arm flexion and 90° of forward elevation of the arm, (2) a repetitive vertical movement in the sagittal plane from shoulder level to the knee, and (3) a repetitive horizontal movement with an excursion of the approximate distance between the shoulders performed at a level slightly below the shoulder. For all tasks the elbow was extended fully. Patients were allowed to choose a desired speed; they typically performed about one movement cycle per second. When patients performed under the visually targeted condition, the end-point of the movements or the target for postural maintenance was provided by the outstretched hands of the examiner. For each posture or movement, three 20 second samples of movement were digitised. The postures and movements were performed with and without visual control. For trials without visual control, patients were asked either to close their eyes or look elsewhere and to execute movements similar to the size of those that were performed just before with a visual target. Data were analysed offline with a PDP-11 computer. Acceleration data from each of the x, y, and z axes were first analysed independently and then combined, after digital filtering and integration, to derive a statistic of the total distance travelled in each 20 s test epoch. For each axis, the RMS value of acceleration was derived; this value was then used for integration and summation across the three axes to derive the total distance travelled. A spectral analysis was done with standard fast-Fourier analysis procedures and the proportion and absolute values of power in 0.5 Hz band widths between 1.5 and 25 Hz were derived.

Torque motor studies

Patients were seated and the forearm was stabilised between two padded plates. The extended hand was placed between two padded plates of a handle that was attached to the axe of a low-friction, brushless DC torque motor (Aeroflex TQ-64). The handle was hidden from the patient’s view, and the wrist was positioned directly over the axe of the torque motor. The patient viewed a visual display that showed a position and a target cursor. The location of the target cursor was computer controlled, and the position cursor corresponded to the location of the handle as controlled by rotation of the torque motor axe. Patients were instructed to orient the torque motor handle so that the position cursor and the target cursor were aligned. The size of the target cursor was varied from 6° to 20° to accommodate the tremor amplitude of each patient. The cursor alignments had to be maintained for 1.5 to 2.5 s, whereupon the target jumped to a new location. Patients were instructed then to move the hand at their own pace to reestablish the alignment between the cursors. The required movement size was 30° with an optimal start position of 15° of extension and a final position of 15° of flexion. A series of 25 movements was performed for each sensory condition (see below). The handle position was digitised at 200 Hz. Muscle activity was recorded with surface electrodes from the forearm flexor and extensor muscle groups. The signals were amplified with high input impedance AC-coupled devices (Grass Instrument Co. or Bak Electronics, filter settings at 30 Hz and 3 KHz) and then full-wave rectified and low pass filtered (4-pole Bessel filter design, -3dB at 50 Hz) and then digitised at 200 Hz.

Data were analysed offline by inspecting each trial and marking, with an electronic cursor, periods of time after the patient had reached a final hand position (fig 1). The root mean square of the velocity record was measured in this period.

Visually guided movements For all series of movements, both the position and the target cursors were initially shown on the visual display. At the end of the alignment period, a brief sound, a double ringing of the computer terminal bell signified the cue to begin movement. On trials in which the target cursor remained visible, the target jumped to a new location on the display screen, thereby giving an additional movement cue to the patients. Simultaneous with the occurr-

Table Patient description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C01*</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Unilateral cerebellar infarct in the region of the dentate nucleus and superior cerebellar peduncle of the nondominant side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02*</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Olivopontocerebellar degeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03†</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Multiple sclerosis, cerebellar and brainstem lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04*</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Vascular tumour in the region of the red nucleus, nondominant side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23†</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Olivopontocerebellar degeneration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Examined in accelerometry and torque motor studies.
† Examined only with accelerometry studies.
‡ Examined only with torque motor studies.
Coupled to available when mechanical changes such conditions occurred so as to alter the visual guidance condition. Four such conditions were tested. These were the permutation of both the target and position cursors being present or absent. Each condition (for example, the target cursor present and the position cursor absent) was tested for 25 consecutive trials. Then a new condition was imposed until all four were tested. The complete visual guidance condition (that is, target and position cursors present) was given first, and the order of the remaining conditions varied in a counterbalanced fashion across the subject group.

Mechanical Influences These experiments examined how changes in mechanical loading conditions affected cerebellar postural and kinetic tremor and whether the tremor would be evident when isometric contractions were performed. For all movements, both the target and the position cursors were continuously available for visual guidance. Movements were opposed or assisted by a constant load, a viscous load, or an inertial load. The constant loads were generated by applying a continuous voltage to a control circuit and amplifier system coupled to the torque motor. Constant loads between 0·64 Nm opposing flexion and 0·64 Nm opposing extension were used. The viscous load was generated by applying negative velocity feedback to the torque motor control circuit. The amount of viscosity was determined by the gain of the negative velocity feedback. Inertial loads were applied by attaching weights of 250, 500, or 1000 g to the handle of the motor. The resulting moments of inertia were 3·03 kg m² 10⁻³, 6·05 kg m² 10⁻³ and 12·1 kg m² 10⁻³ for the different loads. The patients were not informed as to the type or magnitude of the applied load. A series of 25 trials was presented for each of the viscous, constant, and inertial loads. For isometric contractions about the wrist joint, the hand was inserted between two lightly padded plates of a heavy aluminium frame. The forearm was secured as before. The aluminium frame had strain gauges (in a bridge configuration) that measured deformation of the metal frame caused by wrist flexion or extension. Patients were required to perform separate series of 25 isometric contractions between 4 Nm of flexion to 2 Nm of extension. For loaded movements and isometric contractions, the data were analysed as for visually guided movements.

Fig 1  Wrist position and flexor and extensor muscle activity in each of the four patients examined. Kinematic and muscle responses were observed when patients performed voluntary wrist movements toward flexion with the torque motor apparatus. In most instances, tremor in the hand was accompanied by reciprocal bursting in antagonist muscles, although other muscle activity patterns were evident (see C02 and C23). The arrows demarcate the times between which the amount of tremor was calculated. Position calibration 30° in all records.
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Targeted vs No target

**Postural maintenance**

**Horizontal movement**

**Results**

**Visual guidance**

**Accelerometry** Figure 2 illustrates the acceleration data from one patient during postural maintenance and during horizontal movements performed with and without visual targeting. Postural tremor was greatest when the patient attempted to maintain a constant arm position of 90° of both horizontal and forward flexion directed at a visual target. During horizontal movements, tremor was nearly always greater when visual targets were present than without external visual targets. For the group of patients, the mean total tremor in the 20s test was larger during the visually targeted movements or posture than during the untargeted movements or posture (p < 0.05, fig 3).
The average amount of tremor suppression in the non-visually guided conditions was approximately the same for the three types of movements (1–2 m), though the relative proportion of suppression was greatest (60% to 80%) for the horizontal movements and the constant arm position. There was no evidence that the frequency of tremor changed in relation to the type of visual targeting.

**Torque motors** Figure 4 shows the hand position data from one patient during performance of two of the four visual targeting conditions, and fig 5 illustrates the average results from three patients for all visual conditions. Withdrawal of visual guidance, by removing either the target or the position cursor (or both), reduced the amount of tremor. This effect was observed on most trials (see fig 4, bottom). The most effective visual guidance condition for reducing tremor was when the position cursor was absent but the target cursor was seen; all patients tested showed reduction of tremor at the end of movements performed with this type of visual guidance condition. Complete withdrawal of both the position and the target cursors was most effective for reducing tremor in one patient, but ineffective for the other two patients. Removing only the target cursor reduced the amount of tremor for one patient.

**Mechanical influences**

**Viscous loads** Figure 6a illustrates the results from the experiments in which viscous loads of varying intensities opposed wrist movements. The heavier viscous loads suppressed tremor more than the lighter viscous loads. Linear regression analyses yielded correlations between 0.81 and 0.96 relating the amount of viscosity and tremor in individual patients. When considered independently, only one patient (C04) exhibited a significant linear relationship between the magnitude of the viscous load and the amount of tremor ($R = 0.96$, $df = 2$, $p < 0.05$). However, pooling the data from all patients revealed a significant linear correlation between the amount of the viscous load and the tremor magnitude ($R = 0.83$, $df = 16$, $p < 0.01$). Fitting the individual patient data with second-order polynomials resulted in significant correlations ($p < 0.05$) between the amount of viscosity and the magnitude of postural tremor for all

---

Fig 3  *Average tremor expressed as distance travelled. Summary of accelerometry data for postural maintenance and the vertical and horizontal arm movements for multiple 20s samples. The mean, SEM data for the group of patients are shown. Note that tremor was reduced when visual guidance was eliminated (\* = $p < 0.01$, \** = $p < 0.025$).*

Fig 4  *Tremor and hand movements. The instantaneous hand position for successive trials performed with (top) or without (bottom) complete visual guidance is shown for patient C02. Note the suppression of tremor when movements were performed when the position cursor was blanked simultaneously with the cue to begin movement.*
patients. The nonlinearity in tremor reduction with respect to the intensity of the viscous load was apparent insofar as movements performed against the lightest viscous load, although of a different magnitude for different patients, resulted in the greatest diminution of tremor. The lightest viscous load reduced tremor by 38% to 56% (mean, SEM = 48, 4.32%) compared with the tremor observed during movements performed without viscous resistance. In contrast, the heavier loads reduced tremor only an additional 2% to 23% (mean, SEM = 14, 2.56%). These differences were significant ($t = 7.615, \text{df} = 12, \ p \leq 0.0001$).

**Opposing loads** The results concerned with postural tremor when constant loads opposed or assisted wrist flexion are shown in Fig 6b. In general, loads that required patients to activate the wrist extensor muscles in order to maintain an intended position in increased postural tremor in comparison with unloaded movements. For two of the three patients studied with this method, the load that required patients to activate the wrist flexor muscles so as to maintain the intended position decreased the postural tremor. For the remaining patient (C23), although the tremor when flexor loads were opposed seemed greater than during unloaded movements, only the lightest flexor load resulted in enhancement of postural tremor ($p \leq 0.025$). Additionally, for patient C23 the postural tremor observed when extensor loads were applied was greater than the tremor observed when flexor loads were opposed ($p \leq 0.01$).

**Inertial loads** The effect of inertial loads on postural tremor was tested on four patients (Fig 6c). For three of the patients, inertial loads of either 500 or 1000g applied to the torque motor handle decreased the amount of tremor. The patient with the rubral tumour showed a slight increase in tremor; this was significantly greater than the no-load condition only when the 500 g load was applied ($p \leq 0.05$). The palliative effects of inertial loads on tremor were not necessarily linear, especially as one patient showed an increase in tremor with an increase of load. Indeed, the tremor of only one patient (C23) was linearly related to the magnitude of the inertial load ($R = 0.99, \ p \leq 0.01$); the tremor of the remaining patients showed nonlinear responses when increasing inertial loads opposed movement.

**Isometric contractions** Figure 7 shows the results from the patient who was separately evaluated during both isometric and isotonic contractions. This patient (C23) exhibited substantial tremor during isometric contractions when either a flexor or an extensor (not shown) load of 0.64 Nm opposed movement. In contrast, during an isometric contraction that required a step change in torque from 0 to 1 to 4 Nm toward flexion or extension (not shown), there was no evidence of rhythmicity in the torque record. Instead, most trials demonstrated substantial amounts of instability, resembling the qualities of dysmetric movements typically observed in cerebellar disease.

### Discussion

The results of this study indicate that both visual and somaesthetic sensory inputs influence the magnitude of cerebellar kinetic and postural tremor in humans. In particular, patients with cerebellar dysfunction exhibited enhancement of tremor when movements were visually targeted. Additionally, viscous loads, inertial loads, and constant loads opposing flexion all tended to reduce tremor. Finally, there was no evidence of rhythmic involuntary movements when a patient performed voluntary muscle contractions isometrically. This last result indicates that sensory inputs related to muscle stretch and joint rotation may be important in initiating or maintaining tremor in cerebellar patients.

Of particular significance to the interpretation of these data is the nature of postural and kinetic tremor in voluntary movement. Both types of tremor may be present in cerebellar and outflow pathway disorders, as in each of the patients studied, although depending on the particular pathology one or the other pattern may predominate. Each type of tremor needs to be distinguished from the incoordination and decom-
position of movement also found with cerebellar dysfunction. While distinctions have been drawn between the clinical characteristics of postural and kinetic tremors in cerebellar disease, our data suggest no significant difference between either type in their sensitivity to manipulation of visual guidance. Hence, it seems possible that postural and kinetic tremors due to cerebellar dysfunction could originate from similar neural pathways.

An interpretation of the dynamics of kinetic tremor in cerebellar disease is that there is a defect in a visually based corrective mechanism that controls the accuracy of voluntary movements. This would be similar to recent interpretations of reduced dysmetria in the absence of visual guidance in patients with cerebellar ataxia. However, this notion has been challenged by the demonstration that the lack of visual guidance during performance of voluntary movement did not alter the amount of kinetic tremor in monkeys with dysfunction of the deep cerebellar nuclei. Instead, cerebellar tremor was thought to reflect disorders in short and long-latency reflex pathways. For example, a simple alteration in the stretch reflex feedback system, such as latency or gain changes, could cause oscillations in an otherwise stable system.

Several observations from the present data argue against cerebellar kinetic and postural tremor as reflecting only a corrective mechanism. First, although the tremor was suppressed when the visual feedback loop was opened, some tremor remained. Thus, it was apparent that neither postural nor kinetic tremor were initiated as a direct consequence of intent per se, since the tremors can be dramatically reduced, or even abolished, when the same movements are performed voluntarily but without precise visual guidance. Second, during the isometric contraction task, there was no evidence of rhythmic oscillations in the torque records in spite of the fact that these muscle contractions were performed under closed-loop visual control. Instead of tremor, the isometric step contractions were accompanied by a movement disorder akin to serial dysmetria. In its kinematic profile, serial dysmetria is considerably different from tremor. A third rationale for invoking more than corrective mechanisms in the generation of cerebellar tremor is that the mechanical loads affected the magnitude of

Fig 6  Tremor and mechanical loads. In all sections, the tremor is expressed as the RMS of hand velocity and is plotted relative to the magnitude of the RMS velocity when no load opposed movement. a. Viscous loads. The tremor was reduced for all loads (p < 0.001). b. Opposing loads. Tremor magnitude is displayed for both loads opposing flexion (to the left of the 0 opposing load) and loads opposing extension. (  = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01). c. Inertial loads. (  = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01).
the tremor, sometimes abolishing it, even though the patients performed limb movements with visual guidance. Although some loads might be expected to suppress tremor (for example, viscous loads), it has been shown that some aspects of cerebellar tremor are not susceptible to mechanical loading. Finally, the frequency of the postural and kinetic tremor was higher (2-5-4 Hz) than the frequencies ( ~ 2-0-2.5 Hz, allowing for 200s minima each in reaction time and correction time) possible to consider that a voluntary corrective mechanism solely generated the disordered movements. Despite, our rejection of the notion that cerebellar tremor is generated only by visually based corrective mechanisms, it was nevertheless clear that visual input had some impact on movement control in patients with cerebellar tremor as it does on cerebellar dysmetria.

The present results fail to support the view that visually based corrective mechanisms are the only cause of tremor, but they also conflict with the results in monkeys showing that withdrawal of visual guidance was ineffective in reducing cerebellar tremor. It is likely that differences in methodology can explain the divergent results. The most significant difference may be that in contrast to our patients the monkeys tended not to have tremor when involuntary perturbations or voluntary movements were initiated. Additionally, in an earlier study, tremor was examined after a mechanical perturbation, so that it is probable that the mechanical characteristics of the limb, rather than voluntary mechanisms, were being measured. In more recent studies, even though the voluntary movements were examined in relation to tremor, the movements performed by the monkeys were more rapid than the movements performed by the patients in the current study. Although rapid movements are affected by peripheral inputs, it is likely that slower movements are more influenced by visual control.

The influence of constant loads and isometric performance on tremor magnitude may provide some additional insights into the mechanisms of cerebellar postural tremor. In particular, the tremor was selectively enhanced when extensor muscles were activated voluntarily but absent during voluntary isometric contractions. A previous report demonstrated that finger extension enhanced cerebellar tremor. Thus, it is possible that voluntary activation of extensor muscles contributes to enhancement of postural tremor in patients with cerebellar disease. In view of the absence of tremor during isometric contractions, the contribution of muscle spindle afferents to the maintenance of tremor might be considered. During voluntary ramp displacements of the hand, the discharge pattern of neurons in the cerebellar interpositus deep nucleus was remarkably similar to that of muscle spindle afferents. In another study, cellular activity in the interpositus nucleus and muscle spindle activity were correlated to both the hand position and EMG associated with the action tremor of an experimental monkey. The contribution of muscle spindles to cerebellar tremor is likely related to the
passive length changes of muscles (that is, reflex mechanisms) rather than to mechanisms of alpha-gamma co-activation. Muscle spindle afferents are activated during both isotonic and isometric voluntary muscle contractions. Therefore the reflexive contributions associated with voluntary movement would seem to be a factor in the appearance of tremor during isotonic contractions and the absence of tremor during isometric performance. The potential muscle spindle, and thus reflex, contribution to cerebellar postural tremor could be supported by observations that stretch reflexes are larger during isotonic contractions than during isometric contractions, even when the initial conditions of torque and position are held constant.

There are only limited pharmacological options for symptomatic control of cerebellar tremor. However, the contribution of visual input to intention tremor may have important consequences for rehabilitative approaches to the disabilities of cerebellar disease. For example, tremor amplitude may be lessened by directing a patient to execute a goal-directed movement without the use of visual guidance (that is, guiding the movement from memory as to the intended target position). Similarly, physical methods to reduce the severity of kinetic tremor might take into account the ways in which a particular patient’s tremor is influenced by mechanical loads. Previous approaches for attenuating tremor by physical means have made use of weights or viscous damping devices attached to body appendages. More ideal methods to lessen tremor oscillations can be developed along these principles to apply the particular mechanical load factors observed to decrease tremor.
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